Response to: ‘Do we need the PFAPA syndrome in adults with non-monogenic periodic fevers?’ by Fayand et al

We really thank Fayand and coworkers for their interest to the new Eurofever/PRINTO classification criteria for periodic fever, aphthous stomatitis, pharyngitis and cervical adenitis (PFAPA) and for their interesting exercise to apply the three most recent criteria to their population of adult patients with recurrent fever fulfilling the revised Marshall’s criteria for PFAPA.4

Indeed, in the last few years, three new criteria for PFAPA have been proposed.3–5 Of note, the methodology used for the development of the three set of criteria was rather different, as is for the process of their validation in an independent population.

Cantarini’s criteria were exclusively developed for adult-onset PFAPA patients. Seventy-four adult patients fulfilling the modified Marshall’s criteria were compared with 62 patients with fever of unknown origin (FUO). A multivariate analysis identified the set of variables with the highest accuracy in distinguishing PFAPA from FUO patients.4 The criteria have not been validated in an independent population, so far.

Vanoni’s criteria were created using the standard consensus procedures (Delphi survey and Nominal Group Technique in a Consensus Conference) among 22 paediatric experts in auto-inflammation. The new proposed criteria were tested in 80 paediatric PFAPA patients followed in two centres for autoinflammatory diseases (Genoa and Lausanne). For this validation process, the diagnosis of PFAPA was not done on the basis of modified Marshall’s criteria, but on the clinical judgement of the two centres. Notably, only 51% of the patients fulfilled the new criteria.3

The new Eurofever/PRINTO criteria were developed with a multistep evidence-based approach. A Delphi questionnaire survey was proposed to 162 international experts in autoinflammatory diseases to identify the best possible candidate classification criteria for PFAPA syndrome. In the second step, 360 random paediatric and adult patients with recurrent fevers (familial Mediterranean fever (FMF), TNF receptor 1 associated periodic syndrome (TRAPS), mevalonate kinase deficiency (MKD), cryopyrin associated periodic syndrome (CAPS), PFAPA and undifferentiated systemic autoinflammatory diseases (SAID)) from the Eurofever registry were evaluated by a panel of 25 clinicians and eight geneticists blinded to patients’ diagnosis. Patients were classified on the consensus of at least 80% of the experts. In the third step, a multivariate statistical analysis performed on patients validated by the experts, identified for each condition a number of different set of variables able to discriminate them from the other confounding diseases. The best final classification criteria were chosen using the nominal group technique in a Consensus Conference that involved 33 international experts. Finally, all the new criteria, including those for PFAPA, were validated in an independent data set of 1018 patients extracted from the Eurofever registry not previously included in the statistical analysis.3

In our opinion, the strict methodological and evidence-based approach used for the development of the new Eurofever/PRINTO classification criteria should indicate them as the most reliable criteria available so far either for children or adults.

It is important to note that in the validation phase, the accuracy of the new Eurofever/PRINTO PFAPA criteria was 81%, with a high specificity (98%) and a much lower sensitivity (66%).3 This discrepancy between sensitivity and specificity was expected, since classification criteria are essentially done to identify patients with a very high probability to suffer from a given disease to be included in clinical trials or translational studies. Indeed, the classification criteria should not be used in the daily clinical practice and should not be considered as diagnostic criteria for which pathognomonic criteria are indeed necessary.

The different performances of the three classification criteria in the population analysed by Fayand et al could be merely due to patient selection methodology used in their study.1 As stated above, patients were selected according the modified Marshall’s criteria. However, previous studies have provided evidence of the low accuracy of these latter criteria when applied to a population of patients with different forms of recurrent fevers, including the monogenic ones.6 Furthermore, the studied population seems to represent a mix between PFAPA patients with classical onset, as young child and adult-onset PFAPA patients. Since the phenotype may change with the time, it would be interesting to compare the classification obtained considering the initial clinical picture of the patients or that present at the time of the adult consultation. In Table 1, we notice that the median age of onset was between 2.5 and 5 years in patients fulfilling the PRINTO and Vanoni criteria, 21.5 years for the Cantarini criteria and 7 years for the not classified patients.

On the basis of the high variability in the performance of the different PFAPA criteria observed in their study, Fayand and coworkers postulate the hypothesis that PFAPA syndrome should not be considered as a separate entity in adults presenting with recurrent fever episodes, that should be classified as undefined systemic autoinflammatory diseases (USAID). To support their thesis, the authors provide, in their study, the evidence that almost 50% of their patients had a complete or partial response to colchicine independently from the satisfaction on any of the three classification criteria. However, it should be noted that the higher rate of response to colchicine (72%) was observed in patients not classified by any of the three criteria, while the lower rate of response to colchicine (43%) was observed in those fulfilling the Eurofever/PRINTO criteria.

On the other hand, it is also clear that a relevant percentage of patients display the same response to steroids on demand observed in the paediatric PFAPA patients and that four out of 11 patients who underwent tonsillectomy had a complete response. These observations clearly show the extreme heterogeneity in these groups of patients with idiopathic, non-monogenic, recurrent fevers.

In two recent studies, the term of SURF (systemic undefined recurrent fevers) was proposed, with the actual aim to identify a more homogeneous group of patients with recurrent fevers characterised by a minor pharyngeal and lymph node involvement, an higher prevalence of arthritis and skin rash, and a good response to colchicine and anti-IL-1 blockers.7–9 At least in children, this subgroup of patients should be clearly distinguished from the more common PFAPA patients.

It is also conceivable that a small percentage of adult patients with recurrent fevers could present the same clinical features of paediatric PFAPA deserving an appropriate treatment and follow-up.

In our opinion, the available classification criteria should be used to set up longitudinal studies enrolling paediatric and adult patients with recurrent fevers in order to verify the existence of different conditions (for clinical presentation, follow-up and response to treatment) in the heterogeneous group of USAID commonly observed in the daily clinical practice.
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